Abstract-We discuss patch antenna miniaturization using magnetodielectric substrates. Recent results found in the literature reveal that with passive substrates advantages over conventional dielectric substrates can only be achieved if natural magnetic inclusions are embedded into the substrate. This observation is revised and the physical background is clarified. We present a detailed discussion concerning magnetic materials available in the microwave regime and containing natural magnetic constituents. The effects of magnetic dispersion and loss are studied: constraints on the microwave permeability are used to estimate the effect of magnetic substrates on the achievable impedance bandwidth. Microwave composites filled with thin ferromagnetic films are considered as a prospective antenna substrate. We calculate the impedance bandwidth of a 2-patch antenna loaded with the proposed substrate, and challenge the results against those obtained with conventional dielectric substrates. The results are verified using full-wave simulations, and it is shown that the radiation quality factor is strongly minimized with the proposed substrate even in the presence of realistic losses. Estimates for the radiation efficiency are given as a function of the magnetic loss factor.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
T is well known that the impedance bandwidth of electrically small antennas is roughly proportional to the volume of the antenna in wavelengths. This means that when the antenna is downsized the impedance bandwidth suffers. However, the trend in the communications industry is towards smaller size devices, thus, efficient antenna miniaturization is a clear necessity. One of the most common miniaturization techniques is the loading of the antenna volume with different materials [1] - [4] . Most traditionally, high permittivity dielectrics have been used to decrease the physical dimensions of the radiator, e.g., [5] - [7] . Common problems encountered with high permittivity substrates include, e.g., the excitation of surface waves leading to lowered radiation efficiency and pattern degradation, and difficulties in the impedance matching of the antenna. Recently, artificial high-permeability materials working in the microwave regime [8] - [16] have been proposed to decrease the size and/or to enhance the impedance bandwidth properties of microstrip antennas [17] - [28] . According to the work of Hansen and Burke [17] , inductive (magnetic) loading leads to an efficient size miniaturization of a microstrip antenna. When the material parameters of the antenna substrate are dispersion-free, and 1, a transmission-line (TL) model for a normal -patch antenna predicts that the impedance bandwidth is retained after the miniaturization [17] . Ikonen et al. [28] conducted extensive study on the effect of frequency dispersion of artificial 1 magnetodielectric substrates on the impedance bandwidth properties of the loaded antenna. It was analytically and experimentally shown that due to frequency dispersion of the substrate the obtained radiation quality factor always exceeds obtained using conventional dielectric substrates. This conclusion is valid when the substrate contains only passive inclusions, the voltage and current distribution on the antenna element are not changed, and the static permeability of the substrate equals unity. According to the Rozanov limit [29] for the thickness to bandwidth ratio of radar absorbers, the thickness of the absorber at microwave frequencies (with a given reflectivity level) is bounded by the static value of of the absorber. Discussion presented in [28] revealed that the static properties of the magnetodielectric substrate play an important role also in antenna design. It was shown that a substrate obeying the Lorentzian type dispersion rule and static permeability exceeding unity was advantageous in terms of minimized over some frequency range.
The present work has two main goals: 1) give a simple physical explanation on the advantages of magnetic materials in antenna miniaturization by considering the actual measurable quantities on the antenna element, namely the resonant current and voltage amplitudes. Moreover, using a lumped element model we explicitly reveal the effect of the static permeability and frequency dispersion. The presently obtained results are generalized by revising the main results obtained in [28] . 2) Present discussion concerning magnetic materials available in the microwave regime and containing natural magnetic inclusions. Microwave composites filled with thin ferromagnetic films [30] are introduced as prospective antenna substrates. The effects of magnetic dispersion and loss are studied. Using a TL-model we calculate the impedance bandwidth properties of a patch antenna loaded with the proposed substrate and a conventional dielectric substrate. The results are validated using full-wave simulations, and it is shown that in terms of minimized radiation quality factor the proposed substrate outperforms conventional dielectric substrates. Estimates for the radiation efficiency are given as a function of the magnetic loss factor.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: in Section II we revise the effect of the antenna substrate on . Section III presents discussion concerning feasible magnetic materials and discusses constraints on the achievable microwave permeability. The calculated and simulated impedance bandwidth characteristics are presented in Section IV. The work is concluded in Section V.
II. THE EFFECT OF ANTENNA SUBSTRATE ON
A. Physical Insight Using Dispersion-Free Material Parameters
It is known that a magnetic substrate is advantageous in microstrip antenna miniaturization if the material parameters of the substrate are lossless and dispersion-free, e.g., [17] . To give a physical explanation of this phenomenon using the actual measurable quantities on the antenna element, the resonant current and voltage amplitudes, let us consider a resonant -patch antenna operating at the fundamental angular frequency . Moreover, assume the antenna to be filled with a hypothetical dispersion-free and lossless material characterized by , Fig. 1(a) . At the resonance the amplitude of the current oscillating in the antenna element can be very strong (compared to the input current). When thinking of the antenna structure presented in Fig. 1(a) . the strong current flowing in the antenna element (and in the ground plane) creates a flux which only contributes to stored energy, since radiation takes place at the edges of the patch. Moreover, if one leaves the ends of the patch free from the filling [as is done in Fig. 1(a) ]. the filling has only a very small effect on the radiation conductance. So intuitively one should try to decrease the amplitude of the oscillating current as much as possible.
The impedance behavior of the antenna can be approximated with the behavior of a parallel resonant circuit in the vicinity of , Fig. 1(b) . If we load the antenna with a dielectric material, the increase in will lower the impedance of the capacitor, moreover at the same time we must decrease (to keep fixed), which further leads to a decreased impedance level. Thus, it will be easy for the oscillation to build up in the circuit. The same observation will be seen by considering the stored energy in the circuit at the resonance (1) where is the amplitude of the current through the inductor and is the amplitude of the voltage over the capacitor. Usually a patch antenna is fed with a fixed voltage source, thus, is fixed. We see from (1) that increase in leads to strongly increased stored energy, since we must at the same time decrease the value of to keep the resonant frequency fixed. On the other hand, by increasing we can reduce and both factors decrease the stored energy (compared to the previous case), and further, the quality factor.
B. The Effect of Static Permeability and Frequency Dispersion
The effect of frequency dispersion has a very fundamental nature, yet this effect is often neglected when studying the impedance bandwidth properties, e.g., [17] - [19] . A common belief is that by selecting the operational frequency of the antenna closer to the substrate resonance the bandwidth is more effectively retained since is larger. However, the closer one lies to the substrate resonance, the steeper is the gradient of the dispersion curve, and the stronger is the effect of frequency dispersion to the stored energy.
To explain the effect of static permeability and frequency dispersion let us assume that the antenna shown in Fig. 1(a) . is filled with a magnetodielectric material obeying the modified Lorentzian (low-frequency approximation for the Lorentzian model) type dispersion in (2) where is the static permeability, is the amplitude factor is the undamped angular frequency of the zeroth pole pair (the resonant frequency of the medium), and is the loss factor. The modified Lorentzian type dispersion rule is a commonly accepted model for dense arrays of split-ring resonators and other similar structures (in this case ), e.g., [9] , [11] , [16] . Certain composites containing natural magnetic constituents, e.g., composite substrates containing thin ferromagnetic films [30] , can be modeled using the general Lorentzian model. Here we study for the sake of clarity the effect of static permeability using (2) since the general Lorentzian model reduces to (2) at low frequencies. In (2) natural magnetism is described by , however, (2) is not in a general case applicable with natural magnetics (as will be explained in the next section). In the vicinity of the magnetic resonance the effective permittivity of a dense array of split ring resonators is weakly dispersive, and can be assumed to be constant. With composites containing ferromagnetic films the effective permittivity can also be considered dispersion-free over a wide frequency range. Thus, we assume , where is the effective permittivity of the substrate. Usually a magnetic (magnetodielectric) substrate is utilized well below the substrate resonance (e.g., [19] , [27] , [28] ) and we assume that . For the sake of simplicity we assume that losses in the magnetic material are negligible in the vicinity of , 2 in addition to this the loss tangent for the permittivity is assumed to be very small. With the aforementioned assumptions the inductance reads (3) After mathematical manipulation we get the following expression for the quality factor of the resonator: (4) which can be further polished (5) Important observations can be made from (5): first of all, if the substrate obeys no dispersion the quality factor reduces to the well known static result for the quality factor of a parallel resonant circuit. From causality we know that every passive and linear material is inevitably dispersive (and lossy), thus in reality . Equation (5) shows the strong effect of the static permeability which was noticed already in [28] : if the magnetic material only increases the quality factor, no matter if the value of at the operational frequency of the antenna. is necessary to compensate the negative effect of frequency dispersion.
C. Relative Radiation Quality Factor
The above derivation based on the lumped element model can be generalized to some extent by considering a resonator whose spectrum is concentrated near a certain frequency (the discussion partly follows the discussion presented in [28] ). Again we assume that the resonator is filled with low-loss materials . Note that here we consider a general case of frequency dispersion, the low-loss assumption is the only assumption that we make concerning the dispersion law in the material. The known expression for the time-averaged energy density of electromagnetic fields reads [31] , [32] (6) 2 We discuss later in more detail situations when the loss contribution cannot be neglected.
Above and are the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields. The energy stored in the resonator can be found by integrating over the volume of the resonator. From (6) we see that increase in both and will increase the stored energy. In addition to this, the increase of stored energy due to frequency dispersion is also explicit in (6) .
Let us consider a resonant -patch antenna having length , width , and height . The antenna element lies on top of a large, nonresonant ground plane. The radiation quality factor was derived in [28] ( 7) Here is the characteristic admittance of the patch segment (wide microstrip) [33] , and is the radiation conductance. Here we have assumed that the ends of the patch are free from the filling [as is shown in Fig. 1(a) ], thus the radiation conductance is solely determined by the electrical width of the patch [28] . If the material parameters are dispersion-free given by (7) is the same as considered, e.g., in [17] . In practice a patch antenna is commonly fed using a short and narrow feed line to ease the impedance matching. For the discussion on additional stored energy due to the feed strip, please see [28] .
When studying antenna miniaturization using novel antenna substrates, conventional dielectric substrates are often used as a reference substrate. Usually with high accuracy the permittivity of the substrate can be regarded dispersion-free over a wide frequency range. Let us in the reference case fill the volume under the antenna element with a dielectric substrate offering the same size reduction [ ]. The ratio between the radiation quality factors becomes (8) Equation (8) is the key formula allowing a proper comparison between the impedance bandwidth characteristics of rectangular 3 patch antennas loaded with conventional dielectric substrates and novel antenna substrates. It can be used when the following criteria are met: 1) Both substrates are passive and have small losses.
2) The reference substrate does not possess any magnetic response and the permittivity can be considered dispersionfree.
3) The voltage and current distribution remain unchanged, i.e., both substrates fill the volume under the patch element uniformly. Formula for the energy density [(6)] holds strictly only when the absorption due to losses can be neglected. If losses in the material can not be neglected near the frequency of interest, it is not possible to express energy density in terms of material permittivity and permeability functions [31, pp. 28-30] . One has to have knowledge about the material microstructure, and this leads to a modification of the energy density expression [34] , [35] . With artificial magnetics dispersion is normal and loss contribution small at frequencies . Thus, in this case it is justified to neglect the loss contribution. However, for many microwave materials containing natural magnetic constituents the dispersion is anomalous also well below the material cutoff frequency. In this case the second term in the right part of (5) is negative, and dispersion decreases the quality factor. However, losses and dispersion appear together according to the low-frequency Kramers-Kronig relation (9) Losses in the substrate degrade the radiation efficiency of the antenna and increase the radiation quality factor: by definition the radiation efficiency is the ratio between unloaded quality factor 4 and , thus, the radiation quality factor is calculated as (10) Using the cavity theory can also be estimated as (11) where and are the magnetic and dielectric loss tangents, respectively. As was shown in [36] the use of anomalous dispersion is not promising due to associated additional losses. In a practical situation the effect of anomalous dispersion is negligible compared to the loss effect, and therefore the effect of anomalous dispersion is not considered in the analysis of next section.
III. PROSPECTIVE MAGNETIC MATERIALS FOR MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES: REVIEW OF THE KEY PROPERTIES
Microwave performance of most magnetic materials containing natural magnetic constituents is due to the ferromagnetic resonance. When modeling these materials the general Lorentzian type dispersion law can be used for the complex permeability (12) where is the static permeability, is the ferromagnetic (angular) resonant frequency, and is an empirical damping factor. The complex permeability is close to the static permeability at frequencies up to the ferromagnetic resonant frequency , which can be considered as the permeability cutoff frequency. The microwave permeability is large when both and are high. However, it is well known that these values are related tightly to each other: higher leads to lower , and vice versa. For most bulk magnetic materials the relation is established by Snoek's law: (13) where is the saturation magnetization and GHz/kOe. In magnetic materials, both and are dependent on the effective anisotropy field of the material, which, in turn, depends on the composition, as well as on the manufacturing process, treatment, small admixtures, etc. The right part of (13) is a function of the saturation magnetization, the value of which is determined by the composition only. For this reason, Snoek's law is conventionally used for estimating the microwave performance of the material. Within the limits imposed by Snoek's law, the static permeability and resonant frequency can frequently be changed within a wide range by certain technological means.
In some occasions, instead of (13), the relation between the static permeability and resonant frequency has the form (14) Equation (14) is valid for thin ferromagnetic films with inplane magnetic anisotropy [37] , and in this case and is the largest component of permeability. The other case is related to hexagonal ferrites [38] with and are out-of-plane and in-plane anisotropy fields respectively, and the material is assumed to be isotropic. Only these two classes of magnets are known to obey (14) . Equation (14) permits higher static permeability compared to (13) with the same resonant frequency, provided that is not too high. The value in the right part of (14) is conventionally referred to as Acher's constant of the material, . However, this constant is typically derived from the linear frequency rather than from the angular frequency. Therefore the right part of (14) is equal to , where is expressed in GHz .
In hexagonal ferrites, typical values of Acher's constant are not higher than 100 to 200 GHz [38] , [39] . This means that with the resonant frequency GHz the static permeability can be as high as 10 to 20. For a discussion of hexagonal ferrites for miniaturization of microstrip antennas, see [27] . Ferromagnetic films with in-plane anisotropy may have much larger Acher's constants due to higher saturation magnetization. For example, for iron kG and GHz . However, with iron films having thickness larger than approximately half a micrometer the microwave performance is deteriorated by the effect of eddy currents. In addition to this, the out-of-plane component of magnetization appears in thick films and also makes the microwave magnetic performance of the film worse.
To apply ferromagnetic films as a bulk material, which is needed, e.g., if the films are utilized as microstrip antenna substrates, film laminates may be used [30] . The laminates can be made using sputtering process with a thin polymer substrate followed by stacking the sputtered substrates together to obtain a bulk laminate. It is shown that for bulk laminates ( is the volume fraction of magnetic components in the laminate) in (14) , [40] . For sputtered microwave laminates made of iron, the film thickness must not be larger than 0.3 m, and the thickness of substrate may be as low as 10 m [40] . Then % vol. and GHz , a value which is about the same as that with hexagonal ferrites. If several magnetic layers separated by nonmagnetic interlayers are sputtered onto a polymer substrate, the volume fraction may be increased by a factor of order of the number of layers [40] . With this method the potentially obtained microwave permeability values are the highest possible among all magnets.
In some respect film laminates have advantages over ferrites. Ferrites are ceramic materials, hence they are not easily machined (which can be necessary for accurate adjusting of the resonant size). Laminates consist mainly of polymeric substrate, thus, they are easily machineable and may be shaped with high precision. Ferrites have a specific weight of approximately 5 g/cm , while polymer-based film laminates weight about 1 g/cm . For low-frequency antennas whose volume may be dozens of cubic centimeters, this difference may be essential. Moreover, hexagonal ferrites have inherently high permittivity ( and larger [39] ), a feature which is not typically desirable in antenna miniaturization in the view of retained impedance bandwidth. For film laminates the permittivity is anisotropic: the typical range for the component perpendicular to film layers, which is the dominant component, e.g., if the laminates are used in microstrip antenna miniaturization, is between 2 and 2.5. Ferrites can be used as composites with ferrite powder to diminish the above drawbacks, but in this case and decreases correspondingly [39] . On the other hand, the film laminates require more complex technology and can therefore be more expensive. Another thing which has to be remembered when using thin ferromagnetic films in antenna miniaturization is the conductivity along the film layers. The effect occurs due to fringing electric fields and is seen as an increased effective dielectric loss tangent. However, with patch antennas the effect can be reduced by leaving a short section of empty space (length of the empty space about the height of the patch) near the radiating edges, and/or using patterned films.
The most important issue deteriorating the microwave performance of the discussed materials is the effect of the quality factor of ferromagnetic resonance. Most practically realizable materials have a low quality factor for the ferromagnetic resonance, so that in (13) and starts to decrease at frequencies already well below the resonance. When , the absorption peak and, correspondingly, the region of stronger frequency dispersion are located in the vicinity of rather than in the vicinity of . In this case, the permeability cutoff frequency is governed by Snoek's law (13) rather than by Acher's law (14) , [41] .
When the proposed materials are used in antenna miniaturization the most important effect of magnetic loss is the rapid decrease of the radiation efficiency with increased frequency. From the low-frequency asymptote of the Lorentzian dispersion law we arrive to the following bounding relation between the operating frequency of the loaded antenna , the ferromagnetic resonance , the damping factor , the radiation quality factor , and the radiation efficiency (15) Above, the magnetic loss tangent is estimated based on the Lorentzian dispersion law, in actual magnets additional loss mechanisms appear for low frequency loss which may increase noticeably the loss tangent at very low frequencies compared to the resonance [44] . From the literature, fundamental restrictions concerning the quality factor of the ferromagnetic resonance are not available. In actual samples, the quality factor is dependent on the inhomogeneity of the sample, magnetic structure, etc. Most of the reported data on demagnetized polycrystalline samples reveal wide-spread resonance curves. However, values of that are as low as 0.2 can be found for both ferromagnetic films [42] , [43] and hexagonal ferrites [27] (for all three data the resonant frequency is 1.6 GHz). Generally, if
, and the Acher's constant are given, the ferromagnetic resonant frequency must be larger than the expression given in (16) (shown at the bottom of the page) with is derived by first solving from (14) and substituting this into (15) . By solving from (14) and substituting this into (15) one can study what kind of static permeability values are possible given that and are known. The general expression is somewhat cumbersome, but in Fig. 2. we present values for the static permeability as functions of the operating frequency of the antenna .
, and vary according to Table I , % in every case. It is seen from Fig. 2 that the obtainable static permeability values decrease dramatically as the operating frequency of the antenna increases. If the antenna operates in the GHz range the obtainable permeability values are rather moderate.
IV. CALCULATED IMPEDANCE BANDWIDTH PROPERTIES WITH THE PROPOSED SUBSTRATE
In the present section we model a strip fed -patch antenna lying on top of a nonresonant ground plane using a TL-representation. The results given by the TL-model are validated using full-wave simulations at the end of this section. A schematic illustration of the antenna and the equivalent TL-representation are shown in Fig. 3 . The formulation of the model is introduced in detail in [28] . The above described layered substrate (16) containing thin ferromagnetic films is chosen as the studied antenna substrate. The dispersion of of the substrate is given in Fig. 4 . The permittivity component perpendicular to film layers is assumed to be dispersion-free and is estimated . Moreover, we load the antenna volume with a reference dielectric substrate offering the same size reduction.
We have chosen 580 MHz for the center frequency of the miniaturization scheme. This frequency has strongly increasing practical importance since it corresponds to the center frequency of the Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) system [46] . As discussed in the previous section, for the practical utilization of composite substrates containing natural magnetic inclusions the frequency should not be too high due to rapidly increasing losses. For comparison, a demonstration for the applicability of a substrate containing sheets of Z-type hexaferrite was conducted at 277 MHz [19] . 
A. Lossless Substrate
We start the analysis by calculating the impedance bandwidth properties when the antenna is loaded with lossless substrates. We see that at 580 MHz . The value for the relative permittivity of the reference substrate is found to be . The dimensions of the loaded patches are the following: mm, mm, mm. Feed strip width is used to tune the quality of coupling [47] in different loading scenarios. We use a dB matching criterion to define the impedance bandwidth. The corresponding voltage wave standing ratio . To allow a proper comparison between the impedance bandwidth characteristics, has been tuned to by varying . Fig. 5 shows the calculated reflection coefficients. The main calculated parameters are gathered in Table II . The results presented in Fig. 5 and Table II agree well with the results given by the analytical expression for the relative radiation quality factor: For the substrate used in the TL-model (8) gives , while the TL-model predicts . It is physically clear that the TL-model predicts a larger : the analytical expression does not take into account the feed strip which can be regarded as an effective inductor [28] . Moreover, due to the feed strip usually a patch antenna operates slightly above it's parallel resonance. This means that the standing wave pattern in the TL-model is not the "optimal" (parallel resonance) pattern for magnetic loading [28] .
The present result validates our previous discussion: The dispersion characteristics of the proposed substrate are advantageous in antenna miniaturization. However, to draw a conclusion on the practical applicability of the proposed substrate, realistic losses have to be taken into account.
B. Practically Realizable Substrate
The impedance bandwidth properties are calculated when the antenna is loaded with a practically realizable composite substrate, Fig. 4 [at 580 MHz ]. The relative permittivity of the reference substrate is found to be . The dimensions of the loaded patches are the following: mm, mm, mm. To validate the accuracy of the TL-model we have also simulated the antenna geometry using Ansoft HFSS simulator (version 9.2) [48] . Fig. 6 shows the calculated and simulated reflection coefficients. The main calculated and simulated parameters are gathered in Table III. denotes the radiation quality factor obtained using (10) , and denotes the radiation quality factor obtained using (11) . For the calculation of we calculate the radiation efficiency using the numerical Wheeler Cap method (17) where is the input resistance at the operational frequency when the radiation conductance is set to zero, and is the input resistance at the operational frequency when the radiation resistance is that given by the TL-model. has been calculated by first solving from (11) and then using (10). The simulation results agree well with the calculated results and validate quantitatively the accuracy of the TL-model. Losses in the substrate rather strongly degrade the radiation efficiency. The magnetic loss tangent is at 580 MHz. Compared to the loss tangents of conventional high quality dielectrics the value seems high. However, for comparison, the magnetic loss tangent of a substrate containing sheets of Z-type hexaferrite was reported to be at 277 MHz [19] . Moreover, 580 MHz is a fairly high frequency for the utilization of a substrate containing natural magnetic constituents. Based on the above discussion we consider the radiation efficiency promisingly high. The most important result is that the radiation quality factor is noticeably smaller than with pure dielectrics even in the presence of realistic losses. This means that the antenna miniaturized using the proposed substrate operates closer to the fundamental small antenna limit, thus its size-bandwidth characteristics are better.
C. Estimate for as a Function of Magnetic Loss Tangent
There is no theoretical reason why we should not expect future technology to further reduce the magnetic loss tangent of composites filled with thin ferromagnetic films. Here we estimate what kind of radiation efficiencies can be achieved with different magnetic loss tangents . We use two different techniques to estimate the efficiency: 1)
is calculated using the TL-model and we use (11) to estimate when the loss tangents are known. The radiation efficiency is then calculated using (10). 2) The numerical Wheeler Cap method is used to estimate the radiation efficiency. When calculating the dielectric loss tangent is assumed to be zero for the sake of clarity. With a given the radiation efficiency can conveniently be estimated using (11) and (10) when and are known. The results of the estimations are depicted in Fig. 7 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed antenna miniaturization using passive magnetodielectric substrates. The effect of antenna substrate to the radiation quality factor has been presented. It has been shown that natural magnetic constituents have to be embedded into the substrate in order to gain advantages over conventional dielectric substrates. Detailed discussion has been presented concerning antenna substrates containing natural magnetic inclusions. Moreover, we have introduced a layered substrate containing thin ferromagnetic films as a prospective antenna substrate, and treated limitations for the obtainable permeability values. Using a transmission-line model we have compared the impedance bandwidth properties of antennas loaded with the proposed substrate and a conventional dielectric substrate. The results have been validated with full-wave simulations, and they show that in terms of minimized radiation quality factor the proposed substrate outperforms conventional dielectric substrates. Estimates for the radiation efficiency have been given as function of the magnetic loss tangent.
